RESERVE YOUR SPACE IN UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND’S 2018-2019 TERP GUIDE TODAY!

Promote your organization and opportunities to students in the annual Terp Guide; the official career guide of the University of Maryland. We are now accepting space reservations for the 2018-2019 edition!

As an advertising sponsor, your promotional message will be placed directly into the hands of our students. Benefits of your support include:

- Guaranteed Distribution—Your advertisement will appear within the pages of this must-read publication, available in print and online.
- Annual Shelf Life—Your advertisement will receive multiple views during the 2018-2019 school year.
- Increased Visibility—Maintain your presence on campus throughout the entire 2018-2019 school year.

The final deadline to reserve your space is June 1, 2018. Contact us today for special early bird offers for those who reserve space by the end of the year!

Contact ANN MORLEY for more details, rates and sample ads.
949.858.5593
ann@CRMpubs.com